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So, here I am sharing a best pdf of panchangam which also shows all festivals from this Bhadrapadam. You can see the long details of all festivals and short details also in this pdf and which festival is going to start from this Bhadrapadam. You can download this pdf from any link given below.You can refer this pdf to see the details which is mentioned in this pdf. I hope this will help for your requirement. Happy Downloads. PDF file link below: Thanks, Regards Q: How
to get custom user attribute in Laravel? I created a custom User auth attribute called gender, here is the migration: Schema::create('users', function (Blueprint $table) { $table->increments('id'); $table->integer('sex')->default(0); $table->string('username'); $table->string('password'); $table->string('email')->unique(); $table->rememberToken(); $table->timestamps(); }); Now how do I get this attribute and set it to users in my controller? I tried the following: $user =
User::find(1); $user->gender = 1; Then tried to save: $user->save(); In my database, gender column is not getting filled, because it's integer. I'm stuck here...can you help please? A: $user->updateAttribute('gender', 1); Let me know if that helps :) Titanium(IV) tetrachloride Titanium(IV) tetrachloride is a compound with the formula TiCl4. It is a pale orange solid which is air and moisture sensitive. It is used as a precursor to titanium tetrachloride, which is used as a

catalyst for chemical reactions. Because it is used in a variety of applications
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